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Abstract
We have participated in both two types of Instance Search (INS) task in TRECVID 2019:
automatic search and interactive search. For the automatic search, we first recognized the action
and person separately. Then the two kinds of scores were merged to obtain the results. We
achieved action-specific recognition from four aspects: frame-level action recognition, video-level
action recognition, object detection and facial expression recognition. In the person-specific
recognition, we adopted the pipeline as follows: query augmentation by super-resolution, face
recognition with two deep models, and top N query extension. In the instance score fusion, we
designed a score fusion strategy which aimed to mine the common information from the
action-specific and person-specific recognition. For the interactive search, the interactive query
expansion strategy was applied to expand the queries of automatic search. The official evaluations
showed that our team ranked 1st in automatic and interactive search.

1 Overview
In TRECVID 2019, we have participated in both two types of Instance Search (INS)[1] task:
automatic search and interactive search. We have submitted totally 7 runs: 6 automatic runs and 1
interactive run. The official evaluation results are shown in Table 1, and our team ranked 1st
among all teams in both automatic search and interactive search. Table 2 gives the detailed
explanation of brief descriptions in Table 1. The overall framework of our approach is shown in
Figure 1.
In the 6 automatic runs, the notations “A” and “E” indicate whether the video examples were
used or not. Notation “A” means no video examples were used, while “E” is the opposite. The
methods of two runs are the same if there is only a difference of “A” or “E”. Run3_A/E contains
all the components of our approach, including action-specific recognition, person-specific

recognition and instance score fusion. The difference between Run1_A/E and Run3_A/E is that
Run1_A/E does not adopt object detection and facial expression recognition for action-specific
recognition. Compared with Run3_A/E, Run2_A/E does not adopt the top N query extension
strategy for person-specific recognition. Run4 is an interactive search run with human feedback
based on automatic search Run3_E.

Figure 1: Framework of our approach for the 7 submitted runs.
Table 1: Results of our submitted 7 runs on Instance Search task of TRECVID 2019.
Type

Automatic

Interactive

ID

MAP

Brief description

PKU_ICST_RUN1_A

0.198

A+F+T

PKU_ICST_RUN1_E

0.201

A+F+T

PKU_ICST_RUN2_A

0.242

A+O+E+F

PKU_ICST_RUN2_E

0.230

A+O+E+F

PKU_ICST_RUN3_A

0.235

A+O+E+F+T

PKU_ICST_RUN3_E

0.239

A+O+E+F+T

PKU_ICST_RUN4

0.360

A+O+E+F+T+H

Table 2: Description of our methods.
Abbreviation

Description

A

Frame-level and Video-level Action Recognition

O

Object detection

E

Facial Expression Recognition

F

Deep Face recognition

T

Top N Query Extension Strategy

H

Human feedback

2 Our Approach
2.1 Action-specific Recognition
There were 12 action categories involved in INS task this year, covering various human
activities in daily life, such as “holding glass”, “sit on couch”, etc. The challenges were as follows:
(1) Some categories were highly similar and hard to distinguish. For example, the categories
“open door enter” and “open door leave” both contained the action of opening the door, but we
had to distinguish whether the person entered or left the room. (2) Some actions were very
complicated. For example, the action “eating” might happen in various scenes and involve various
foods. (3) The training data was insufficient. There were only 4~6 video clips provided for each
action category, which were not enough to train the action recognition models.
We considered multiple strategies for action recognition. First, we recognized the action from
frame-level and video-level. Second, we exploited object detection techniques to help specific
action recognition, such as “holding glass” and “carrying bag”. Third, we also applied facial
expression recognition methods to boost the recognition accuracy of some actions, such as “crying”
and “laughing”. For addressing the problem of insufficient training data, we resorted to web data
and existing external datasets to construct training data. Finally, we computed the average value of
the prediction scores of a shot as the final prediction score 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒.

2.1.1 Frame-level Action Recognition

Figure 2: The pipeline of frame-level action recognition.
Frame-level action recognition method aimed to recognize the actions that can be inferred
directly from a single frame, such as “crying” and “holding phone”. Figure 2 shows the pipeline of
frame-level action recognition method. We first crawled web images to form the training data.
Then we trained an image classification model SENet with the progressive training strategy.
Finally, the recognition result of a video was derived according to frame-wise prediction scores.

(1) Web Image Crawling
There are large quantities of images on the Internet. According to the official definitions of
actions, we utilized several keywords for each action category to collect web images by Baidu1,
one of the widely-used search engines. We collected 5000 images in total with about 400 images
for each action category.
(2) Model Training
Considering that some action categories were hard to distinguish due to small inter-class
difference, such as “holding glass” and “drinking”, we adopted fine-grained image classification
techniques to construct the frame-level action recognition model. Fine-grained image
classification methods[2][3][4][5] aim to recognize the subcategories that belong to the same
coarse-grained category, which usually focus on the vital parts of subcategories to achieve the
fine-grained classification. Here, we took a state-of-the-art fine-grained classification model,
namely SENet[5], to address the frame-level action recognition.
We adopted the progressive training strategy to train the SENet model. As shown in Figure 2,
we first collected web images to train the SENet model, which was then used to perform the
frame-level predicting. According to the prediction scores, for each action category, the frames
from INS database with top N scores were selected to augment the training data. Then we
continued to train the SENet model with the augmented training data. The above data
augmentation enlarged the scale of training data, as well as forced the distribution of training data
to be close to the INS database, thus could improve the recognition accuracy. With the trained
SENet model above, we obtained the prediction scores of video frames. Then we took the
maximal score of the frames in each shot to predict the shot category.

2.1.2 Video-level Action Recognition
Video-level action recognition aimed to recognize the actions that should be inferred from
multiple frames, such as “go up/down stairs”. Here, we acquired the training data from
Kinetics-400[6] dataset, and applied them to train StNet model[7]. The details are introduced in the
following sections.
(1) Training Data Collection
There were only 4~6 video clips provided for each category, which were insufficient to train
the deep models. Thus we resorted to the external dataset Kinetics-400 to acquire enough training
data. Kinetics-400 is a large-scale dataset for action recognition, which covers 400 human action
categories and collects more than 400 video clips for each category. However, not all the action
categories in Kinetics-400 are relevant to INS task. To address this issue, we used the data that
matched 5 relevant categories in INS task to construct the training data. As shown in Table 3, data
with the categories in the right column was regarded as the training data with corresponding
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categories in the left column, along with the video clips provided in INS task.
Table 3: The corresponding relationships of categories between INS task and Kinetics-400.
Categories in INS task

Categories in Kinetics-400

drinking

drinking, drinking beer, drinking shots, tasting beer

eating

eating burger, eating cake, eating carrots, eating chips,
eating hotdog, eating doughnuts, eating ice cream, eating
spaghetti, eating watermelon

crying

crying

laughing

laughing

go up/down stairs

climbing ladder

(2) Model Training and Testing
We adopted StNet model[7] to conduct video-level action recognition. StNet was constructed
based on ResNet[8] backbone, which applied 2D and 3D convolutions to capture the local and
global spatio-temporal information. Specifically, we took ResNet-50 network as the backbone. As
Kinetics-400 contained too many irrelevant categories of INS task, we fine-tuned StNet model to
recognize the 5 categories in INS task to further boost the accuracy. Then we took the model to
classify all the video shots in INS database.

2.1.3 Object Detection
We observed that some action categories described the interactions between people and objects,
where the objects could be clues to remove a large number of negative shots. Inspired by this, we
exploited object detection technology to help action recognition. We adopted Mask R-CNN[9] as
the object detection model, pre-trained on MS-COCO dataset[10] with 80 object categories,
including “bottle”, “couch”, “handbag”, etc. There were 5 actions in INS task involving the
objects included in MS-COCO, and Table 4 details the corresponding relationships between
actions and objects.
The Mask R-CNN model was directly exploited to detect objects on all frames. We took the
maximal score of objects in each frame as the frame score, and the maximal frame score as the
detection score of this shot.

2.1.4 Facial Expression Recognition
Facial expression recognition aimed to recognize the emotion in the human’s facial expression,
such as “happy”, “sad”, etc. There were 3 actions in INS task relevant to human’s facial
expressions, namely “shouting”, “crying” and “laughing”. Thus, we exploited facial expression
recognition techniques to help action recognition.
(1) Training Data Collecting
On the one hand, we exploited the data from two widely-used datasets for facial expression

recognition, including CK+[11] and FER2013[12]. On the other hand, we used the web data to
augment the training data. We crawled images from Internet by Baidu search engine with text
keywords, and then cropped the human faces from them by using face detection model MTCNN[13]
to construct the training dataset.
(2) Model Training and Testing
We adopted 19-layer VGGNet[14] model as the facial expression classifier. We fine-tuned the
VGGNet model pre-train on ImageNet dataset with the above training data. For testing stage, we
detected human faces from video frames and fed the cropped face images into the trained VGGNet
model. Similarly, the maximal score of the frames in a shot was adopted as the prediction score of
this shot.
Table 4: The corresponding relationships between actions and objects.
Actions in INS task
holding glass
drinking

Objects in MS-COCO
bottle, wine glass, cup

sit on couch

couch

holding phone

cell phone

carrying bag

backpack, suitcase, handbag

2.2 Person-specific Recognition
In the person-specific recognition stage, we first performed face image super-resolution
reconstruction to enhance the quality of person query examples. Second, we combined the scores
calculated by two deep convolutional neural networks for face recognition. Finally, we adopted
top N query extension strategy and text-based search to refine the search results.

2.2.1 Face Super-Resolution of Query Person Examples

Figure 3: The overview of Residual Channel Attention Networks (RCAN).
We detected faces by MTCNN[15] from the video key frames and query person examples. We
observed that some of the detected faces of query person examples were rather blurry due to low
resolution, which were difficult to distinguish and recognize. In order to address this issue, we

utilize image super-resolution (SR) to recover a high-resolution image from low-resolution image.
Specifically, we adopted RCAN[16] model to transform low-resolution images into high-resolution
images, pre-trained on DIV2K dataset[17]. The overview of RCAN network structure is shown in
Figure 3.
The pre-trained RCAN model accepted a low-resolution image as input, and output the
high-resolution one with a constant upscaling factor. We performed face image super-resolution on
the given query person examples, which facilitated the search performance.

2.2.2 Face Recognition Based on Deep Models
As mentioned above, we adopted MTCNN[15] to detect the faces in video key frames and query
person examples. For face recognition, we adopted Face-Net model[18] and VGG-Face model[19],
which were both pre-trained on VGGFace2 dataset[20]. We extracted the feature vectors of all
faces by these two models, and calculated the scores via cosine distance between query face and
key frame face respectively.
However, not all query faces were actually helpful for person recognition. We considered the
outlier of the given query faces as “bad” face, which was quite different from the others.
Specifically, we calculated the cosine distance scores sij between i-th and j-th query faces of
specific person, and defined 𝑐𝑖 = ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑗 as the confidence score of the i-th query face. The i-th
query face of specific person would be detected as “bad” face if 𝑐𝑖 + 𝜃 < ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝑐𝑗 ⁄3, where 𝜃
was set to be 0.05 here. After removing the “bad” faces, we calculated the cosine distance scores
between query face and shot faces with feature vectors extracted by two deep models respectively.
Concretely, we calculated the cosine distance score between the shot i and person j, denoted as
𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑗 and 𝑉𝐺𝐺𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑗 , and then integrated two scores to get the final ranking score
as 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑗 + 𝑉𝐺𝐺𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑗 .

2.2.3 Top N Query Extension Strategy
To make the person ranking more consistent with related topic, we adopted the top N query
extension strategy. After the first instance score fusion (see Section 2.3 for details), we obtained
the top N returned shots of each topic. We selected all the faces in the top N returned shots, and
calculated the mean feature vector as new query feature to perform the iterative query process for
further improving the person recognition results to specific topic.

2.2.4 Text-based Search
The text-based search strategy was similar to our approach last year. The video transcripts
provided by NIST contained clear clues, which was complemental to visual information. We used
the transcripts to perform text-based search on each topic, where the people’s information was
extended by structured data from Wikipedia web pages (such as nick names, role names, family
members of specific people, and the names of his/her closest friends, etc.). For each topic, we
generated a list of shots whose transcripts contain the topic keywords. The search results based on

text were used to adjust the score in fusion stage with a reward mechanism (See section 2.3 for
details).

2.3 Instance Score Fusion
So far, we have obtained the action prediction scores from the action-specific recognition, as
well as the person prediction scores from the person-specific recognition. As the instance search
task of this year required to retrieve specific persons doing specific actions, we designed a score
fusion strategy to fuse the action and person prediction scores in different aspects as follows:
(1) We searched the specified person from candidate action shots. We selected candidate action
shots by top N (N > 1000) ranked shots according to action prediction score 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 as
described in Section 2.1, which had a considerable probability of containing the given action.
Then, we proposed a text-based reward mechanism to adjust person prediction score as
follows:
𝑠1 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

(1)

where 𝜇 is the reward parameter. We set 𝜇 > 1 if the shot existed in text-based person
search results, and 𝜇 = 1 otherwise. In this way, the shots whose transcripts contained the
keywords of the query topic would gain higher scores. For those shots not included in top N
action-specific results, we set 𝑠1 = 0. Finally, we re-ranked the candidate action shots
according to the score 𝑠1.
(2) We searched the specific action from candidate person shots. We selected candidate person
shots by top M (M > 1000) ranked shots according to person prediction score 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 as
described in Section 2.2, which had a considerable probability of containing the given person.
Similarly, we employed text-based reward mechanism to adjust action prediction score and got
the score 𝑠2 as follows:
𝑠2 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

(2)

We set 𝑠2 = 0 for the shots not in the top M person-specific results and re-ranked the
candidate person shots according to the score 𝑠2.
(3) Moreover, in order to integrate action-based ranking and person-based ranking to further
improve the search performance, we proposed a fusion strategy based on 𝑠1 and 𝑠2. The
fusion score of a shot would be calculated as:
𝑠𝑓 = 𝜔(𝛼𝑠1 + 𝛽𝑠2 )

(3)

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are weight parameters to balance 𝑠1 and 𝑠2, and 𝜔 is a reward parameter.
We set 𝜔 > 1 if the shot simultaneously existed in the top N action-specific results and top M
person-specific results, otherwise 𝜔 = 1. The reward parameter 𝜔 could help to highlight the
common shots of both action-specific and person-specific results, which were more likely to be
the right instances. Finally, the obtained fusion score preserved information of both action and
person aspects, which further improved the instance search accuracy.
(4) We proposed a time sequence based re-ranking algorithm to refine the fused scores, as we

observed that some long-term actions usually appeared continuously in the adjacent shots.
Concretely, the fusion scores of some long term actions shots like “sit on couch” and “carrying
a bag” were recalculated by its neighbor shots’ score as follows:
(𝑖)

𝑠𝑓 = ∑
(𝑖)

where 𝑠𝑓

−𝑇<𝑘<𝑇

(𝑖+𝑘)

+ 𝜃𝑘

(𝑖+𝑘)

denotes the score of (𝑖 + 𝑘)-th shot,

𝑠𝑓

denotes the score of 𝑖-th shot and 𝑠𝑓

(4)

namely 𝑖-th shot’s neighbor shot in time sequence. 𝑘 is the index gap between these two
shots (−𝑇 < 𝑘 < 𝑇) and 𝜃 is a parameter to adjust the score. We used the adjusted scores to
re-rank shots and got the final shot ranking list.

3 Interactive Search
This year, we adopted a similar strategy as what we used in the interactive search task of INS
2018. The interactive search was based on RUN3_E. First, the user labeled positive or negative
samples for each topic’s top-ranked results in the automatic search ranking list. Then the query
expansion strategy was applied with the labeled positive samples. Note that we only use the
samples to conduct the person recognition, because it is observed that the action can be very
ambiguous and may bring negative effect. For efficiency, only 10 positive samples were selected
in each topic for interactive search. Finally, we merged the scores of expanded and original queries,
to obtain the merged score list and discarded the negative samples.

4 Conclusion
By participating in the INS task in TRECVID 2019, we have the following conclusions: (1)
Action recognition is a challenging sub-task and plays a significant role for INS task. (2) Objects
and facial expressions are important clues to help the action recognition. (3) Human feedback is
very useful to boost the accuracy of INS task.
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